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The Department of Mathematics is committed to providing financial support to all of its MSc and PhD graduate students. The funding package that the Department provides to graduate students may consist of a Research Assistantship (RA) (which typically comes from the senior supervisor and derives from external funding sources such as NSERC, Mitacs, etc.), Teaching Assistantship (TA), Graduate Fellowship (GF) (which for the purposes of this policy also includes the President’s PhD Scholarship), other departmental funding (OD), or a combination of the above.

The following funding policy will be applied to all new graduate students admitted during or after Fall 2019 semester. The Department will also strive to apply the GF and TA support level as specified below to current MSc and PhD students. There is no change in the RA support for existing MSc and PhD students as specified in their admission letters.

1. For each new graduate student, at the time of admission, the Department will commit the following funding amounts:

   For MSc students: $21,000 per year for two years, subject to satisfactory performance. This funding is based on a minimum RA or GF support of $6,000/year, OD of $3000/year, plus TA support of approximately $12,000/year from the Department, provided that the student meets the Department’s GF and TA criteria and maintains a satisfactory performance in their TA and RA duties. A typical funding package from the Department over two years includes one full GF (currently valued at $6,500), and 4 semesterly TA appointments.

   For PhD students: $23,000 per year for four years, subject to satisfactory performance. This funding includes a minimum RA or GF support of $6,000/year, OD of $3000/year, plus TA support of $14,000/year from the Department, provided that the student meets the Department’s GF and TA criteria and maintains a satisfactory performance in their TA and RA duties. A typical funding package from the Department over four years includes 2 GFs (currently valued at $6,500 each) and 8 semesterly TA appointments.

   In exceptional circumstances, funding may vary slightly from the promised amounts in any given academic year as long as the yearly average is at least equal to the promised minimum funding level.

   In order to receive the above-specified TA and GF support, MSc and PhD students must apply for the TA and GF whenever they are eligible. A typical semester’s workload for a full TA appointment (corresponding to approximately 5.17 base units) is 210 hours over 17 weeks, with each base unit corresponding at present to a total salary and scholarship amount of $1,197 for an MSc student or $1,418 for a PhD student.

2. If a graduate student holds a major domestic or international scholarship (such as an NSERC Postgraduate Scholarship or SFU Major Entrance Scholarship) then their funding package will be determined on a case-by-case basis, with the total funding being at least as much as the minimum amounts specified under Article 1.
3. If the graduate student TA receives an unsatisfactory TA evaluation, then the TA portion of the Department's support may be reduced until the underlying performance issues are addressed. This will mean, necessarily, that the total annual funding will be less than the above guarantee.

4. Faculty members are encouraged to promise a higher RA portion to the student if sufficient research grant funds are available. However, the guaranteed TA support from the Department will remain the same.

5. If a graduate student receives more than the promised TA amount from the Department in any given academic year ($12,000 for MSc, $14,000 for PhD) then the senior supervisor should still ensure that the amount provided from RA and GF is at least equal to the minimum level specified above. On the other hand, students are expected to devote sufficient time for their research and so taking on an excessively high TA load is discouraged; to this end, the senior supervisor's approval is recommended for the student’s TA assignment each semester.

6. The Department of Mathematics does not typically admit graduate students who are either self-funded or full-time employees of external organizations, save in exceptional circumstances. Any external employment (part-time or full-time) must be declared to both the senior supervisor and the Graduate Studies Committee (GSC). Because TA and RA positions both come with expectations in terms of hours dedicated to these activities, the guaranteed support levels may be reduced for those students with external employment.

7. Owing to current university policy, the Department cannot provide tuition waivers as part of its admission offers, and so prospective students should keep in mind that tuition fees must be paid out of their salary.

8. If during the course of a student's program of study the GSC approves a change of supervisor, then the student may remain in the program for up to two semesters while searching for a new supervisor. During this time, the GSC Co-chair will serve as interim supervisor. The student is still eligible for guaranteed TA support, subject to the conditions in Article 1 above. If the supervisory change is approved by GSC during a semester that the student is supported by an RA, then the student and supervisor are expected to abide by the terms of any ongoing employment contract. If an RA appointment was promised during a future period within the two-semester window and the supervisor is no longer willing to provide RA funding, then the GSC will work to secure equivalent funding from other departmental, university or grant sources. If a new supervisor is identified within two semesters, then they are not required to provide any guaranteed level of RA support although they are certainly encouraged to do so. In case the new supervisor is not able to provide funding, every effort will be made to secure an alternate source of RA funding. If, on the other hand, the student is still unable to find a new supervisor after two semesters, then they will be required to withdraw from the graduate program.

9. An RA is an employment contract between student and supervisor and is governed by SFU Policy R50.02 on “Employment of Personnel Funded from Research.”
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